
Peninsula Cove

Koh Chang
Lagoona Section
"Master plans are conceptual overviews only, they 
are not to scale, and only depict rough concepts and 
approximate layout visions. These master plans are 
constantly adapted as projects and surrounding areas 
as well as market conditions change.
They do not depict or portray a list of infrastructure, 
amenities, facilities or surrounding projects/areas as 
they are forward looking and can thus only show a 
possible non binding outcome or scope of projects 
and their surrounding areas.
The master plans may only be used to indicate 
approximate location of individual plots, and not to 
reference adjacent or surrounding plots, amenities, 
infrastructure, layouts or areas. Some areas depicted 
in these master plans are part of individual property 
developments while others are individual private 
property, associated or unassociated with the 
projects. Please refer to individual land title deeds or 
other relevant development documentation for exact 
reference of plots, infrastructure, amenities, layouts 
or individual developments as per development 
permits. Colors used in the Master plans are design 
elements only and do not have any specific meaning. 
Particularly, the color green dose not necessarily 
represent green areas, blue dose not necessarily 
represent water and yellow dose not necessarily 
represent sand areas. Areas with same colors do not 
mean such areas are designated for the same 
purpose. All depicted buildings and infrastructure are 
subject to governmental permits and licenses which 
are not under SRV's control. Siam Royal View is not a 
single property development but a brand name for 
multiple developments some of which are depicted 
in the master plans. Development always occurs in 
phases, of which some may be changed, delayed, 
suspended or omitted. We reserve the right to 
amend, add or omit any parameters, specifications, 
infrastructure, structures, amenities or layouts, at any 
time without prior notice. The depicted Golf course is 
not full size. It is 9 hole par3 and its realization is 
subject to final Government approval.”
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Sand Bank

Koh Chang Project Overview


